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Joseph Chetrit
Judeo-Berber in Morocco
1 Introduction
Berber is the native language of North Africa and is classified as belonging to the 
Chamito-Semitic or Afro-Asiatic families of world languages. Despite the domina-
tion of North Africa by several successive powers, viz., the Carthaginian Empire, 
the Greco-Roman Empire, the Visigoths of Spain, the Byzantine Empire, and the 
Arabs (from the end of the seventh century), Berber remained a first language for 
millions of speakers in Algeria and in Morocco. Before turning to Judeo- Berber, it 
should be noted that the Jewish presence in North Africa dates back to antiquity, 
and that remnants of Jewish sites, dated from the third century BCE (in Libya) 
to the third century CE (in Morocco), were uncovered by archeologists working 
in Libya, Tunisia, Algeria, and Morocco (Hirschberg 1974: first chapter; Chetrit 
and Schroeter 2003; Schroeter 1997). However, to the best of our knowledge and 
despite this long and close association with Berber tribes, Jews did not use Berber 
as their principal language at any point in their history, apart from in isolated 
and small communities, as we shall see below. Nonetheless, in rural communi-
ties, they usually used it as a second language in Berber-speaking environments, 
jointly with their Judeo-Arabic as a first language. In Morocco, which stands at 
the core of our discussion, Berber is still used as a first or second language by 
some 30% of the population, mostly in rural regions.¹ Until the 1950s, and before 
the country’s independence and the massive departure of its Jews, the number 
was even greater: Almost 50% of the population had Berber as their first or second 
language. A large proportion of them even used it as their only language, namely, 
in the high ranges of the Rif Mountains, the High, Middle and Anti Atlas, and 
the Sous valley; this language allegiance lasted despite thirteen hundred years of 
Arabic expansion and domination. As a language spoken by scattered and diverse 
tribes, Berber is not – and never was – a standardized  language. It  includes a 
great diversity of tribal and rural dialects that are brought together in Morocco 

1 According to the Moroccan Government Census of 2014 concerning population and settle-
ment, 26.7% of Moroccans speak Berber in its several varieties, and 89.8% speak Spoken Arabic 
or “Darija,” but 70.2% of the Moroccans of the Sous-Massa region speak Taʃlħit, 48.8% in the 
region of Tafilalt-Draa speak Tamaziɣt, and 38.4% in eastern regions and 8.2% in the region of 
Tanger-Tétouan-Al Hoceima speak Tarifit (Moroccan Government Source, 2015). I am grateful to 
my colleague, Professor Mohamed Elmedlaoui of the IRCAM Institute in Rabat, for letting me 
know the results of this recent census.
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in three great sets of closely related dialects: Taʃlħit in southwestern Morocco, 
Tamaziɣt in central and southeastern Morocco, and Tarifit in eastern-northern 
Morocco. Berber-speaking Jews were numerous in the Taʃlħit regions; it served as 
the only language for a few of them and as a second language for a large propor-
tion of those who lived in rural and semi-rural communities. 

There is no name for the kind of Berber used by Jews, hereafter Judeo- Berber, 
mostly because of its great proximity to the Berber spoken by Muslims, but also 
because of its use as the vernacular of small communities and by only a few thou-
sand speakers per generation in total. Even a name like ǝl-ʕǝrbija djälnä (=our 
Arabic), used by Moroccan Jews for distinguishing Judeo-Arabic from Muslim 
Arabic, was unusual among Judeo-Berber speakers. Since most of the rural 
communities of speakers resided in the Southern regions of Morocco, where the 
Berber dialects largely belonged to the Taʃlħit set, the name given by the mono-
lingual as well as the bilingual Jewish speakers for their language was Taʃlħit or 
ʃǝlħa, the same name used by Muslim speakers. 

The present study aims to provide a sociolinguistic and linguistic presenta-
tion of what we call Judeo-Berber dialects, and to illustrate their discursive pro-
duction and structural foundations through two unpublished texts, one oral and 
the other written, from the Taʃlħit area.² The first is a narrative spontaneous text, 
while the second is a section from a written translation of the Haggadah. The 
linguistic treatment of the texts presented here may illustrate the directions of 
research required by the small corpora of yet unpublished oral and written texts. 

2  Sociolinguistic and historical background
This study is primarily concerned with the contemporary uses of Berber and 
Judeo-Berber by Jewish speakers in Morocco, on the basis of oral documentation 
gathered through ongoing fieldwork among elderly men and women who came 
from rural communities of the High Atlas, the Anti-Atlas and its valleys, and the 
large Sous valley in southwestern Morocco. Documentation on the use of these 
dialects in other North African countries and regions and in ancient times is so 
scarce that it is extremely difficult to reach any definitive conclusions about it.³ 

2 For more information on the Berber dialects of the Taʃlħit regions, see inter alia Destaing 1920, 
1940; Laoust 1921; El Mountasir 1999. 
3 For Algeria, too, there is some information about Jewish rural communities who lived among 
Berber tribes and spoke Berber, notably in northeastern Kabylie in the 19th century  (Chaker 
2004). In Ghardaia in the Algerian Sahara, many Jews used Berber in their trade with Muslim 
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For Morocco, some scholars⁴ expressed doubts about the existence of a linguistic 
entity that could be named Judeo-Berber, in a manner akin to other Jewish lan-
guages such as Yiddish, Judeo-Spanish, and Judeo-Arabic. 

After so many theoretical discussions of what constitutes a Jewish language, 
this opinion concerning the Berber spoken and used by Jews deserves a little more 
consideration here. Apart from the seminal paper of Haim Rabin (Rabin 1981) about 
the diglossic constituency of Jewish languages, the endolectalization process that 
contributed to constituting Jewish languages, suggested by the author in several 
studies (Chetrit 2007: 18–24, 424–439, 2013, 2014), and the practical and gram-
matical distinguishing features illustrated in this book, inter alia, by the study of 
Geoffrey Khan on Neo-Aramaic dialects, it is worth emphasizing the importance 
of semiotic and textual features that also distinguish Jewish languages (Chetrit 
2007, 2009). After all, a language – any language – is not only a mental system of 
phonological and morphological structures that was – and is yet – singled out by 
linguists and grammarians. It is also – and for the lay speaker this may be the most 
important feature – a reservoir of fixed and new meanings that permits, through 
lexical items and their infinite and regular combinations, interaction with other 
speakers, the conducting of conversations and many kinds of discourse, and the 
generation of an infinite set of texts within the scope of a given national or com-
munal culture (Chetrit 2007: 3–33). As we will see later, Judeo-Berber dialects had 
less differentiating phonological and morphological features, in comparison with 
non-Jewish neighboring dialects, but they developed textual genres and semiotic 
worlds that refer to specific Jewish referential spaces, such as the texts concerning 
the Exodus from Egypt and the Passover service, apart from calque translations 
of para-liturgical Hebrew and Aramaic texts. Therefore, sociolinguistic, semiotic, 
and cultural features are no less useful for deciding if a language – a dialect or a 
comprehensive natural language – is to be considered a distinct Jewish language 
or not (see also Benor 2008; Hary 2009: 5–49). 

Despite the lack of walled quarters or distinct streets for the small Jewish 
populations, varieties of Judeo-Berber clearly developed in some rural and iso-
lated communities of the High Atlas, among Jews who settled in the Ait Bu Ulli 
tribe near Demnat to the north of Marrakech, and among those who lived in the 
Tifnout region near the Ait Wawzgit (Ouaouzguite) tribes of the Moroccan Anti- 
Atlas range, at least during the 19th and the first half of the 20th centuries. For 

 clients, along with their Judeo-Arabic, until their departure in 1962. This information was gath-
ered directly from informants from this community in fieldwork conducted in Strasbourg and 
Paris, where most of these Jews eventually settled. Cf. Chetrit 2016: 14–15.
4 The doubts were expressed orally during discussions and presentations on the uses of Judeo-
Berber in Morocco.
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these small communities, Judeo-Berber was the principal and often the only 
language used by Jews, not merely in their interactions with neighboring Berber 
Muslims, but also within the Jewish family and in communal institutions. Many 
testimonies of Moroccan Jews who visited such communities in the 1930s and 
1940s, which were recorded in our fieldwork, as well as a Hebrew chronicle from 
1899–1902 (Chetrit 2007a: 230–232), attest to these monolingual uses. This lin-
guistic situation lasted until the French Protectorate developed practical roads 
and paths between 1920–1940, which opened and strengthened the contacts 
between isolated rural Jews and urban Jews and progressively led monolingual 
speakers of Judeo-Berber to adopt Judeo-Arabic also and to become bilingual.

While there were relatively few monolingual speakers of Judeo-Berber – only 
a few thousand per generation, due to the smallness of the isolated Jewish com-
munities in the impenetrable High and Anti-Atlas mountain ranges – bilinguals 
were very numerous. In fact, almost all of the men and a great number of the 
women who lived in the hundreds of Jewish rural and semi-rural communities 
of the High and Anti-Atlas located in the Taʃlħit and Tamaziɣt areas (Cf. Flamand 
1959), and possibly in the Rif Mountains of northern Morocco as well,⁵ spoke 
Berber as a second language along with Judeo-Arabic as their first language, 
used in family and communal interactions. Rural Jews spoke Berber in Morocco, 
as well as in Algeria, because of their economic dependence on a primarily 
 Berber-speaking Muslim clientele. Indeed, in order to make their living, almost 
all the rural Jews, and many Jews in semi-urban communities as well, engaged 
in small-scale commerce and practiced their trades among Berber populations, 
traveling in small groups from one village to the next and from one weekly market 
to the next in order to sell their meager merchandise and offer their services as 
silver smiths, tinsmiths, makers of mattresses, and so on. Many of them were 
away from their homes months at a time, usually from after the Sukkot [Feast of 
 Tabernacles] autumn festival until the eve of Pesaħ [Passover], the spring festival, 
and from after Pesaħ to the eve of Shavuʕot [Pentecost]. Moreover, as noted, Jews 
did not generally live in separated and closed quarters in the rural communities, 
as they did in urban and semi-urban communities, but lived among their Muslim 
neighbors, using Berber for their daily interactions with them. Varieties of Judeo- 
Berber also developed among these perfectly bilingual Jews. These dialects were 
very similar to the neighboring Muslim Berber dialects. The next section of the 

5 Information about the existence of a few rural Jewish communities scattered among the Berber 
tribes of the Rif is scarce. Cf. Moulieras 1895: 76–77, 89, 155. After the establishment of the Spanish 
Protectorate in northern Morocco in 1912, these communities were progressively extinguished, 
and their members settled in urban Jewish communities, such as Tetouan and Tangier, where 
they were considered, with some disdain, forasteros [=strangers]. 
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present study will turn towards examining their textual and structural features, 
through excerpts taken from oral and written texts. 

A third kind of Judeo-Berber speaking communities were those that were bilin-
gual at a much earlier point in time, possibly somewhere between the 15th and 18th 
centuries, and who spoke Judeo-Arabic as well as Judeo-Berber. These communities 
subsequently became monolingual, in the course of the 19th and 20th centuries, 
and ended up only speaking Judeo-Arabic. This notwithstanding, they integrated 
hundreds of Judeo-Berber elements into their Judeo-Arabic as transparent remnants 
of their second language, including some lexical items which had disappeared from 
the Muslim dialects. An example is the term azmumg and its variants, which con-
tinued to indicate the Ħinna ceremony preceding Jewish weddings in numerous 
communities, but which had totally disappeared from the Muslim Berber dialects. 
Another example is the term abǝṭṭɒl, which refers to a kohen ̒ descendant of the tribe 
of Aharon the priestʼ, whose title of kohen was denied by his community on account 
of his transgression of his religious duties as a kohen. 

An example of a community that became monolingual and developed a 
notably hybridized Judeo-Arabic is Taroudant, which was the main Jewish com-
munity of the Sous Valley in southwestern Morocco. This community’s rich and 
diversified Judeo-Berber component was extensively presented and commented 
on (see Chetrit 2007a: 237–267). 

After the dispersion of Jewish rural communities and their re-settlement in 
Israel, monolingual Jews had almost totally disappeared. However, it was still pos-
sible, according to numerous testimonies, to find some elderly women in Israel who 
continued to use their unique mother tongue of Judeo-Berber in their family settings 
well into the 1960s. But in Morocco, as well as in Israel, many Jews of rural Moroccan 
origin, both men and women, still speak Berber and some residual Judeo-Berber, 
principally as an occasional language for dealing with Muslim clients in Morocco or 
in guided visits of Israeli tourists to rural regions of Morocco. Indeed, in the course 
of our fieldwork, many of our Israeli informants, 70, 80, and even 90 years old, were 
able to speak fluently and to give coherent narrations in Judeo-Berber more than 
40 years after their departure from Morocco. These informants came from bilingual 
communities and were recorded in (Judeo-) Berber as well as in Judeo-Arabic. 

For the purposes of our discussion, it is therefore important to distinguish 
between two distinct Jewish groups of Judeo-Berber speakers: the monolin-
guals, who had used Judeo-Berber exclusively in the past in small and isolated 
 communities, and the bilinguals, who spoke Judeo-Arabic as their first and prin-
cipal language but used Berber as a second language in their contacts with Berber 
Muslim clients, as well as with the occasional rural monolingual Jews. The dis-
tinction between these two groups is important, because all that we know about 
the first group, including the texts attributed to rural monolingual speakers, 
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came from members of the second group, who lived in rural as well as urban and 
semi-urban communities; they spoke Berber and Judeo-Berber, because of their 
 commercial or professional activities, while their family and communal language 
was  Judeo-Arabic. Some Judeo-Berber texts dealing directly with Jewish life in 
those rural communities are, in fact, parodies mocking the so-called ignorance of 
isolated rural Jews (Chetrit 2007a: 269–287). 

That said, and as stated in the literature (see Chetrit 2007: 7–8, 213–237), 
Judeo-Berber enjoys a special status among the Jewish languages that have been 
documented and studied thus far. This stems from the fact that it is a partial Jewish 
language, meaning that this language was essentially used by Jewish speakers to 
serve in face-to-face interaction and oral discourse. As such, Judeo-Berber was not 
used in written texts of any kind, apart from the translations of the Pesaħ  [Passover] 
Haggadah and some other rare texts attributable to particular knowledgeable 
translators; these written texts were not spontaneous or  communal texts, as we will 
see below. Moreover, Judeo-Berber dialects did not generate any original Jewish 
creations in the traditional Jewish domains of Biblical,  Talmudic, and Halakhic 
 exegeses and essays, in Jewish original poetry or narration, or in any other kind of 
Jewish intellectual work, apart from some oral homiletic discourse, such as on the 
occasion of an elderly person’s decease. However, Haim Zafrani has argued, in his 
co-edition of the written Judeo-Berber text of the  Passover  Haggadah from Tinghir 
(Galand-Pernet and Zafrani 1970: 2), that communal teaching in Judeo-Berber, as is 
known for other Jewish  languages, existed in Morocco. But, as we shall see, his con-
clusions should be revisited, including his assertion that the traditional communal 
translation of the  Haggadah in Tinghir, as well as in other rural communities, was 
conducted in Judeo-Berber (Galand-Pernet and Zafrani 1970: 3–4).⁶ 

That said, the author recently uncovered a singular hybridized bilingual poem 
in a Hebrew manuscript, which was written in Judeo-Arabic and Judeo-Berber (in 
Hebrew characters) in 1812 in a rural community of the Draa in central-southern 
Morocco, where the Judeo-Berber component represents some 20% of the text. 
The poem deals with a romantic affair that made a scandal in the bilingual small 
community and presents the adventure of a very handsome young man who was 
found in the company of a married woman, while he was engaged to a young lady. 
No other romantic text such as this existed in that epoch, either in Judeo-Arabic or 
in Hebrew, in the Jewish communities of Morocco, rural or urban. But this excep-
tion proves the rule: There was no notable literary creation in Judeo-Berber. 

Despite the absence of intellectual works, whether oral or written, in Judeo- 
Berber, Jewish speakers nonetheless had rich repertories of Berber songs and 

6 See also the text of the Haggadah of Tinghir in Zafrani 1980: 321–399.
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tales, which they shared with their Muslim neighbors and which they performed 
separately or jointly with them at their family festivals. Many families of rural 
origin continued, until recently, to perform their poetic and musical repertory at 
their family festivals in Israel, particularly on the occasion of weddings, and the 
songs of some knowledgeable informants, both men and women, were recorded 
during the fieldwork. According to the information provided by many informants, 
there were even some Jewish experts, called rrais (pl. rrwais), who composed 
 original texts to the melodies of rural Moroccan Berber Aħwaʃ and Aħidus cer-
emonies, where poetic jousts on love and other lyrical issues were performed in 
the form of collective dances and individual songs, with male and female dancers 
arranged in separate rows (Schuyler 1979; Elmedlaoui and Azaryahu 2014). 
Several sets of such songs were recorded in the course of our fieldwork, and other 
recordings of Berber songs performed by Jewish informants can be consulted at 
the Sound Archives of the National Library of Israel in Jerusalem. 

3  Judeo-Berber oral and written texts  
and their distinctive features

3.1 Judeo-Berber discourse and oral texts

As mentioned above, Judeo-Berber dialects were used almost exclusively for oral 
face-to-face interaction within and outside the family by the Jews who lived in the 
isolated and small communities of southern Morocco; among bilingual speakers, 
they were used for oral interactions with Berber-speaking Muslims and the occa-
sional monolingual Jewish speakers. Therefore, oral discourse was the principal 
outcome of their daily discursive activity; it served in the various social discursive 
events, with all their associated descriptive, narrative, directive, procedural, and 
speculative utterances. These discursive activities not only utilized the structural 
linguistic – phonological, phonetic, syntactic, lexical, and semantic –  resources 
of the dialects, but also the traditional formulaic apparatus which completes 
them and includes proverbs, blessings, curses, and other empathic formulas 
that provide oral discourse with its human touch and punctuate its  interactional 
 foundations and trends.⁷ The present section will illustrate this kind of free and 

7 For such a formulaic apparatus in a Moroccan Judeo-Arabic dialect, that of Taroudant in 
southwestern Morocco, see Chetrit 2009: 529–658.
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spontaneous discourse through an unpublished narrative text that we recorded 
from a bilingual speaker, the late Haron Tedghi, who was born in 1912 and grew up 
in Oufran/Ifran in southwestern Morocco, moved to Tiznit and then to Inezgan, 
where he lived for about 50 years; he died in Paris in 2008, when he was 96 years 
old. His text was recorded in Inezgan in 1998.

Apart from such natural and infinite discursive activities, Judeo-Berber dia-
lects also included, as mentioned above, smaller or larger repertories of tradi-
tional oral songs and tales that were performed by the speakers during family 
ceremonials and were common to both Jews and Berber Muslims (Elmedlaoui 
and Azaryahu 2014). Apart from these shared modalities and textual repertories, 
Judeo-Berber dialects also included specific Jewish texts and formulas, such as 
family, communal, and traditional Jewish tales, Hebrew and mixed  formulas, as 
well as short oral texts referring to Jewish situations and events. The few specific 
Jewish formulas and texts recorded or documented in the course of our  fieldwork 
were performed by bilingual Jewish speakers, who also provided us with 
Judeo-Berber texts that supposedly served isolated monolingual  communities. 
These formulaic texts are particularly related to Passover ceremonials and to some 
other liturgical moments forming part of the solemn prayers of Shabbat mornings 
and Jewish festivals. Nonetheless, extensive inquiries among elderly and knowl-
edgeable Jews, who came from isolated rural communities where Judeo-Berber 
was used by their parents as their unique language,  convinced us that some texts 
are parodic and satirical texts that were invented or transformed by  bilingual Jews 
whose first  language was Judeo-Arabic, in order to mock the so-called  ignorance 
and the ways of life of the poor, isolated Jews. Several parodic texts of this kind 
were published and commented on in a previous work on the uses of Judeo- 
Berber in Morocco (cf. Chetrit 2007a: 268–292), including a  so-called Talmudic 
discussion concerning a ridiculous and non-realistic situation. The text repro-
duces a fictional discussion between two  Judeo-Berber-speaking rabbis about the 
status of an embryo found attached with a string in the stomach of a kosher cow 
after its slaughter (Chetrit 2007a: 284–287; Chetrit 2015a: 125).

3.2  Written Judeo-Berber texts: The translations  
of the Haggadah

As for written Judeo-Berber texts, were it not for the initiative of some willing 
individuals in Morocco as well as in Israel during the second half of the 20th 
century, they would not exist at all. Judeo-Berber culture was entirely oral, but 
Jewish scholars with writing skills, who lived and served in small monolingual 
communities, were generally bilingual and even trilingual after obtaining a 
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 rabbinical education in a major Judeo-Arabic community. When they needed to 
write a text, they did so in Judeo-Arabic or even in Hebrew, like their colleagues 
from other communities. Those who desired Judeo-Berber written texts wanted 
to leave a written trace of the Jewish Berber culture that developed in Morocco to 
future generations, and particularly the most popular text representing Jewish 
culture par excellence, the Pesaħ Haggadah. Thus, they directly or indirectly 
contacted bilingual scholars or well-read individuals who were able to produce 
such a written document, similar to the numerous translations that had existed 
in other Jewish communities in a Jewish or general language. The scholars 
were persuaded to translate the whole text of the Haggadah into Judeo-Berber, 
although the Haggadah was not recited in Berber before then (or afterwards) in 
any Jewish community.⁸ Did Judeo-Berber speakers recite the Haggadah or parts 
of it in calque Judeo-Berber in earlier generations? No trace of such translations 
has yet been found.

This was the path that led to three different written versions of the Pesaħ 
 Haggadah, two of which contain the complete text, and the third containing 
selected sections. As the three versions were largely presented and commented 
on in a previous work (Chetrit 2007a: 220–225, 292–321), there is no need to linger 
over their specific particularities in the present discussion. Instead, we will just 
mention the names of the initiators and writers of the three versions and the 
 circumstances in which they were written.

The first known translation of the Haggadah was written in 1959 in Tinghir 
in southern central Morocco by Yossef Malka and published by Haim Zafrani and 
Paulette Galand-Pernet in 1970. As he personally told us in 1987, Yossef Malka, 
the translator, prepared it in the early 1950s after being approached by a Jewish 
notable of his community, Meir Elhaddad, who engaged in some commerce in 
Casablanca, where he was convinced by the communal leader, Raphael Benaze-
raf, to provide him with such a text. During our meeting, the writer insisted that 
the text is a personal translation and not a communal tradition. Other old inform-
ants from Tinghir, including Rabbi Mimoun, Yossef’s brother, who read the text 
for Haim Zafrani, categorically told me that in Tinghir, as well as in Asfallu, the 

8 Apart from the text of the Haggadah, there are only two other short Hebrew texts that were 
translated as Judeo-Berber calque and known to many of our informants who came from  diverse 
rural communities. The first is a biblical verse (Genesis 29:9), and the second is a stanza from 
the famous poem by Rabbi Yehudah Halevi, - מי כמוך ואין כמוך Mi Kamoxa ve-en Kamoxa ‘Who 
can be like You, and none can be like You’, that was sung in all Moroccan communities, in 
 Hebrew and in Judeo-Arabic, on the Shabbat before Purim. The stanza begins with the words 
אסתר  Naʕarot Ester ‘the handmaidens of Esther’. For more information about these texts נערות 
and their diverse translations, see Chetrit 2007a: 287–292. 
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neighboring rural community where the Malka brothers were born, Jews recited 
the Haggadah in Judeo-Arabic and not in Judeo-Berber. In the course of our 
 fieldwork, hundreds of informants from rural communities in Berber-speaking 
environments gave us the same information. 

The second translation of the Haggadah into Judeo-Berber was written by 
Rabbi Masʕud Ben Shabbat who was born in the 1880s or 1890s in Aqqa, in far 
southwestern Morocco. He spent a long period of time sojourning in the rural 
and Berber speaking communities of the Sous Valley, where he served as Ħazzan 
‘cantor’, Shoħet ‘ritual slaughterer’, and teacher. After the Second World War, 
he migrated to Casablanca, where he continued his rabbinical activities and 
his poetic writing in both Hebrew and Judeo-Arabic. As he was also fluent in 
Berber, his editors, the brothers Hadida of Casablanca, suggested in the late 
1940s that he prepare a translation of the Haggadah for publication along with 
the Hebrew original for the Judeo-Berber-speaking communities of southern 
Morocco, using the same model they had used to publish a Judeo-Arabic and 
French Haggadah. However, the rapid dispersion of these rural communities 
in 1954 and their emigration to Israel thwarted their project. Rabbi Masʕud Ben 
Shabbat passed away in Casablanca in 1959, but the brothers Hadida brought 
his manuscript of the Judeo-Berber Haggadah with them to Israel. They later 
made the document available to scholar Hanania Dahan, who collected many 
documents and manuscripts from Moroccan Jews, and sent me a copy of the 
original.⁹ The text covers all of the sections that form the Haggadah and is enti-
tled הגדה בלשאן שלוח həggädä b-lsän ʃ-ʃluħ, literally meaning ‘Haggadah in the 
language of the ʃluħ’, without any mention of a Jewish language. However, even 
if the title is neutral, the text’s calque translation is very Jewish, as it imitates 
and continues the long tradition of calque translations of biblical and liturgical 
Hebrew texts, which are characterized by their non-natural syntax, their literal 
word-for-word translation, and their adaptation of meanings in a manner far 
from the semantic and semiotic worlds of the ordinary Berber or Judeo-Berber 
texts and discourses (cf. Chetrit 2007a: 292–321). We will present and comment 
on a new section from the Ben Shabbat manuscript (see Figure 1) in a later part 
of the present study. 

The third version is a partial translation of about ten sections of the Hag-
gadah, including the translation of the final text, גדיא  ,’Ħad gadya ‘one kid חד 
which was not translated in the two previous versions. This written translation is 

9 The historian Dr. David Cohen from Holon provided me with another copy of the same docu-
ment, as well as with copies of other texts published by the Hadida Brothers, and I thank him 
for that.
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Figure 1: Excerpt from the manuscript of Masʕud Ben Shabbat (without pagination).
The first page of the manuscript (from Joseph Chetrit’s personal archives).
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due to Yehuda Derʕi, who was born in the 1920s in Ighil n-Ughu, upstream from 
the Sous Valley, and who settled in Ashdod, Israel in 1962, where the author met 
him in 1994 as part of the fieldwork he conducted among Judeo-Berber speakers 
and asked him to translate the Haggadah. At his request, Yehuda wrote another 
rare text for him in Judeo-Berber. He composed a poem about the young Solika 
Hatshwel from Tangier, who was beheaded in Fes in June 1834 for her refusal 
to recant her Jewish faith and convert to Islam, and who became a great saintly 
figure among the Jews of Morocco. Dozens of poems were written in Hebrew, in 
Judeo-Arabic, and in Judeo-Spanish after her martyrdom, but none were written 
in Berber. For his Judeo-Berber poem, Derʕi was inspired by some Judeo-Arabic 
poems and adapted their contents to Berber poetic structures.

The writing system used by all three authors is almost identical for the 
three manuscripts, and the system of transcription is similar to that used for 
 Judeo- Arabic texts. The writers used square Hebrew letters with punctuation 
vowels, except for Rabbi Masʕud Ben Shabbat, who limited himself to marking 
the voiced fricative velar consonant |ɣ|, the ɣimel (ֹג), and the voiced emphatic 
dental consonant |ḍ| (ֹץֹ ,צ) with an upper dot, the voiced post-alveolar |ʒ| (ִג) with a 
subscript dot, and the palato-velar stop consonant (|g| - ּג , |k| - ּכ) or the geminate 
consonants, that are very frequent in Berber, with an internal dot or dagesh. The 
vocalization of the other two texts is meaningful for the distinctive realization of 
the vowels |i| and |u| by Jewish speakers of Judeo-Berber; these pronounce the 
two vowels as the centralized vowels [ɨ] and [ʉ], as in their Judeo-Arabic 
 dialects. Therefore, Yehuda Derʕi transcribed them respectively with a Segol (-),  
 representing a vowel close to [e], and with a Ħolam (ֹֹֹ-, ֹו-), a vowel close to [œ] in 
a non-emphatic environment or to [o] in an emphatic one, while Yossef Malka 
transcribed |i| with a Ħiriq (-), but |u| in the same manner as the former, and some-
times also with a ʃuruq (ּו), as for [u]. For example, Yehuda wrote ְלמֹוְפִהיִמין for lmuf-
himin ‘clever’, and Yossef wrote נֹוְגרֹום אֹור ִיְמִתין for n uɣrum ur imtin[n]  (literally, ‘of 
bread that was not leavened’). 

4  Structural components of Judeo-Berber dialects 
and their distinctive features

4.1 The consonants and vowels of Judeo-Berber

As a rule, the phonological and morphological structures of Moroccan Judeo- 
Berber dialects were universally very close to those of their neighboring Muslim 

ֶ

ֹ
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dialects, because of the intimate proximity between Jews and Muslims in rural 
settings. The essential reason for that is because Judeo-Berber speakers, mono-
linguals or bilinguals, generally lived in permanent and daily contact with 
their Berber Muslim rural neighbors, on the same streets and even in the same 
 buildings as most of them, and not in walled Jewish quarters, as was the case for 
Judeo-Arabic speakers in Moroccan urban and semi-urban places. However, the 
Jewish pronunciation of Berber and its Judeo-Berber varieties has several distinc-
tive features, originating in a Judeo-Arabic first language that largely interfered 
with its phonetic articulations, as we saw above for the vowels |i| and |u|. 

Despite the lack of distinct phonological and morphological features, 
Judeo-Berber should be classified, as stated above, as a Jewish language, at least 
for its sociolinguistic and cultural features, which determined the Jewish dis-
course, and its semiotics and meanings, the points of view and attitudes of the 
speakers in their daily life, as well as in their religious conduct and forms of life. 
Through its specific texts, Judeo-Berber also has distinctive syntactic and seman-
tic  features. On the syntactic level, the artificial wording of translated texts mir-
roring the syntax of the Hebrew originals is entirely unknown in Muslim Berber 
texts and discourse. On the semantic level, too, the distinctive Jewish vision of 
the world filters through the calque translations of biblical and traditional Jewish 
expressions, as well as through the implicit references to cultural and spiritual 
proper Jewish entities.¹⁰ 

Before engaging in a detailed discussion of these features, let us present the 
transcription system used for the present oral and written texts: 

Consonants labial dental-alveaolar alveolar post-alveolar
unvoiced stops [p] t tt ṭ ṭṭ
voiced stops b bb [ḅ ḅḅ] d dd ḍ ḍḍ
nasals m mm [ṃ ṃṃ] n nn [ṇ ṇṇ]
unvoiced fricatives      f ff  s ss ṣ ṣṣ  ʃ ʃʃ
voiced fricatives   z zz ẓ ẓẓ ʒ ʒʒ
coronal  r rr [ṛ ṛṛ]
lateral    l ll [ḷ ḷḷ]
semi-consonant w [ɥ] ww [ẉ]

 palato-velar uvular pharyngeal laryngeal
unvoiced stops k kk kw kkw q qq qw qqw

voiced stops g gg gw ggw

unvoiced fricatives x xx xw xxw      ħ ħħ  h hh

10 For theoretical discussion of the distinctive features of Jewish languages, see Chetrit 2007: 
3–38; Benor 2008; Hary 2009: 5–49.
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voiced fricatives ɣ ɣɣ ɣw ɣɣw      ʕ ʕʕ
semi-vowel j jj [j̣]
Cw labio-velarized consonant
–̣  emphatic consonant
[C]  particular phonetic element due to an emphatic environment or a 

foreign loan, like the [p] in palistin, pisäħ

Vowels front high back high mid-low centered lower central
 i [ɨ ỉ] u [ʉ o] [ǝ] a [ä ɒ]
Diphthongs i ̯  u̯
[V]  Phonetic realization of a phonemic vowel due to an emphatic envi-

ronment [ỉ], [o], [ɒ], or to the usual centralized realizations of Jewish 
speakers in southern Judeo-Arabic dialects: [ɨ], [ʉ]. [ǝ] is a very short 
vowel, frequent in Judeo-Arabic dialects; in Judeo-Berber discourse, 
it serves to avoid clusters containing too many consonants. 

4.2 Some distinctive features of Judeo-Berber

4.2.1 Morphophonemic features

On the morphophonemic level, the most salient distinctive features are: 
a. Apart from the tendency to centralize the articulations of |i| and |u|, the low 

central vowel |a| is performed with a lesser degree of lowness in ordinary 
phonetic contexts, i.e., without emphatic consonants, under the influence 
of  the Imala pronunciation of Judeo-Arabic. This feature is represented 
in the present study by the complex character [ä]. In direct emphatic contexts, 
|a| is velarized, particularly directly after or before an emphatic consonant 
as the root of the tongue moves back and high; it is transcribed here as [ɒ]. 
In non-direct contact with an emphatic consonant, the Imala is  cancelled. 
Examples from the oral text: täddärt (the name of a village near Ifran 
/Oufran), nǝnnä i ̯äs ‘We told him’; i ̯ät lmɣɒṛɒ ‘a cemetery’ – loaned 
from Arabic; är i ̯aqqṛɒ ‘he recited some prayer’. As for the realizations of the 
|i| and |u| by the speaker of the following oral text, they are not generally 
 centralized, due to his great fluency in the Berber that he spoke on a daily 
basis with his Muslim clients in Inezgan, southwestern Morocco. Another 
particularity of Judeo-Berber is the tendency to expand, as in Judeo- Arabic, 
the pharyngealization of emphatic consonants, not only to neighboring 
vowels, but also to other syllables of the lexical unit. In such emphatic envi-
ronments, the realization of the vowel |i| is lowered as for  |e|;  it  is repre-
sented here by [ỉ]. The realization of |u| is also  affected, and it  is rounded 
and lowered as for [o]. 
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b. The frequent cancelling of the labio-velarization of palatal and velar conso-
nants: kw > k, kkw > kk, gw > g, ggw > gg, xw > x, ɣw > ɣ, as in our oral text: 
Muslim Berber nkkwni/nukkni > nǝkkni ‘we’. This tendency also distinguishes 
Judeo-Arabic dialects from Muslim Arabic dialects in Morocco, where labial, 
palatal, and velar consonants are also frequently velarized, but not by 
Judeo-Arabic speakers. 

c. The frequent performance of the post-alveolar consonant |ʃ| as a  dental- 
alveolar |s| with a weak stridency, particularly by speakers living in separate 
Jewish quarters, in big villages, or in urban and semi-urban communities. 
As in the Judeo-Arabic dialects, the stridency of such an archiphonemic |s| is 
not the same from one community of Judeo-Berber speakers to the next and 
can be close to [ʃ], between [s] and [ʃ], or close to [s]. In our oral text, there 
is a clear distinction between the two phonemes /ʃ/ and /s/ because of the 
speaker’s long life among Muslim Berbers after the Jews of his community 
departed in the early 1960s. 

d. The realization of the unvoiced labial stop |p| of Hebrew and European lan-
guages as a borrowed consonant in Judeo-Berber, while Muslim speakers 
 articulate it as [b] or [bb], e.g., palistin in the oral text or pisäħ (Pesaħ) in 
daily discourse. 

e. The occasional nasalization of the liquid consonant |l|: l > [n] by Jewish 
speakers from southwestern Moroccan communities, such as Iligh, Tahala, or 
Oufran/Ifran. Here is an illustrating brief excerpt from a famous Jewish joke 
told by Jaïs Bensabbat, who was born in Ifran but lived for dozens of years in 
Marrakech, where he was recorded: 

innä-k i̯än ḍ-ḍoṛ i̯uʃkäd i̯än nħǝzzän s i̯ät ţmäzirţ. tämäzirt-än id bäb-nns gän kunnu 
iɣwjän, ur ssǝn wänu ‘It is said that a Rabbi once arrived in a [rural Jewish community]. 
The locals of the place, all of them were donkeys, they did know nothing’ (nħǝzzän 
‘a/the Rabbi’ renders lħǝzzän; kunnu ‘all of them’ is used in place of kullu; and wänu 
instead of wälu ‘nothing’).

4.2.2 Syntax

a. The use of mixed syntactic schemes in oral translated texts, combining 
calque schemes, as well as the free or natural syntactic structures of the 
Berber clause. This hybrid syntax appears particularly in the translations of 
the first sections of the Pesaħ Haggadah, of which there are many  communal 
oral versions, as well as in other liturgical texts (cf. Chetrit 2007a: 272–292). 
But in the individual written translations of Yossef Malka and Masʕud Ben 
Shabbat, as well in the other two short oral texts, the calque schemes of 
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the Hebrew – and, in fact, of the Judeo-Arabic – are respected and truly 
 illustrated. 

b. The use in ordinary, specific, or professional discourse of Hebrew lexemes, 
compounds, and formulas that refer to specific Jewish cultural entities from 
all domains of Jewish life as in other Jewish languages (cf. all the chapters 
in Chetrit 2009). The loans are perceived as a kind of technical terminology 
and are mostly borrowed from Judeo-Arabic and not directly from the Hebrew 
texts. In the oral text, we have, for example: lħoṛban חורבן ‘the destruction [of 
the temple of Jerusalem]’, lqiboṛɒ קבורה, here ‘tombs’, used along with lqiḅoṛ 
and lqḅoṛ, and lmiʕɒṛɒ מערה ‘cemetery’ used with its Arabic/Berber equivalent 
lmɣɒ̣ṛɒ. In the other oral texts, the parodic texts, we have the  argumentative 
expression illä wǝddäi ̯  that is sure’, and references to rabbinical‘ אלא ודאי
works, like ʃulħan ʕarux שולחן ערוך, which is the canon of the  Halakhic pre-
cepts and behaviors, or to biblical figures of ill repute such as Datan and 
Abira[m] ואבירם  On the .(cf. Chetrit 2015a: 124–125) (Numbers 16: 1–38) דתן 
other hand, there are no Hebrew terms in the following translation of the text 
from the Haggadah, but that is a usual and even foundational principle in 
calque translations of biblical and liturgical texts. As was largely proved in a 
previous study (Chetrit 2007a: 292–320), the three Judeo-Berber translations 
of the Haggadah presented above are, in fact, a duplication or an adaptation 
of the traditional Judeo-Arabic translation and not a direct translation of the 
Hebrew original.

4.2.3 Semantics and lexicon 

On the semantic and lexical level, and apart from the Hebrew and Judeo-Arabic 
elements that distinguish the Judeo-Berber dialects, the entire lexicon is shared 
with Muslim speakers. However, in the parodic texts, presented as supposedly 
used in monolingual Jewish communities, there are some lexical forms that indi-
cate  cultural Jewish entities in a comical manner. For example, the ħaroset חרוסת, 
which symbolizes the mortar that the Hebrews were constrained to produce during 
their servitude in Egypt and figures on the Seder plate of the Pesaħ  tradition, is 
called ṣṣɒḅon ixṣǝṛn, literally ‘spoiled soap’, instead of the simple Judeo-Arabic 
Hebrew loan ǝl-ħarusit (or ǝl-hilk in southeastern communities). Another example 
is the compound ämän wɒḍỉḷ, literally ‘water of grapes’ for ‘wine’, instead of the 
Arabic loans ʃʃṛɒb (or ṣṣṛɒḅ in the usual Jewish pronunciation) or lxmǝṛ (lxṃǝṛ in 
Jewish use) (cf. Chetrit 2007a: 270–272). 

All of these distinctive features clearly show that modern Judeo-Berber is a 
hybridized language like all other Jewish languages (Chetrit 2007: 3–38, 407–543, 
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2013). It combines a Judeo-Arabic substrate, a Berber matrix, and a Hebrew com-
ponent borrowed through Judeo-Arabic uses. But unlike other Jewish languages, 
Judeo-Berber is not a complete diglossic language, because of the lack of an 
intensive manipulation of Hebrew texts or other texts through exegesis, homilies, 
teaching, and so on, as the long-lasting field research teaches us. Yet, as shown 
in other studies (Chetrit 2007: 8–14, 2013: 182–184), diglossia consists not only 
of differential social uses of two languages by the same speakers, but also of the 
formation of many intertwined and hybridized forms and structures in the two 
languages, due to their continuous interference. Likewise, we have no evidence 
that a secret language, based on a combination of Hebrew terms and Berber 
syntax as in Judeo-Arabic (cf. Chetrit 2007: 545–564, 2009: 241–249), was used in 
Judeo- Berber communities. All of these characteristics make Judeo-Berber dia-
lects partial Jewish languages. 

5 Example texts

5.1 An oral narrative text 

The following text was recorded in August 1998 in Inezgan near Agadir.¹¹ As pre-
viously noted, Haron Tedghi, the narrator, was born in 1912 in Ifran (Jews say 
Oufran),¹² in the Bani mountains of southwestern Morocco, stayed for some 
time in Tiznit after his adolescence, and came to Inezgan in the 1950s, where he 
lived until 2008. He lived all of his life in a Berber environment and engaged in 
small-scale commerce with Muslim Berbers. He was fluent in Berber as well as in 
Judeo-Arabic and had a good comprehension of his Jewish and Berber environ-
ment, though he did not have a formal education. Haron was interviewed about 
his community and its traditional texts, including the Pesaħ Haggadah, first in 
Judeo-Arabic and immediately after that in Judeo-Berber, his second language. 
He gave us some Judeo-Berber excerpts of the first sections of the Haggadah and 
other short texts (see Chetrit 2007a: 276–277) and told us about his community’s 

11 The interview, including the text, was carried out as part of a study of the Jewish presence in 
a Moroccan-Berber environment; the Binational Science Foundation Israel – U.S.A. (BSF) provid-
ed us with an important grant for the study, funding the summers of 1997, 1998, 1999, and 2000. 
Members of the research team, apart from the author, included Professor Daniel J. Schroeter from 
the University of Minnesota, Professor Abderrahman Lakhsassi from Mohammed V University of 
Rabat, and, in 1999 and 2000, the filmmaker Haim Shiran as well. 
12 For more information about the community of Ifran/Oufran, see Chetrit 2015b; Monteil 1948.
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beliefs concerning the genesis of the Jewish community of Ifran, which, accord-
ing to the local oral tradition, was the most ancient in Morocco.¹³ Jewish Ifran 
was also known for its holy Jewish cemetery, containing the graves of Kabbalists 
and martyrs, and into which it was forbidden to enter without serious mystic 
 preparation (cf. Chetrit 2015b). After a narration of the legendary history of his 
community, Haron told us of an event concerning the holy cemetery to which he 
was an eye-witness. 

As for the language of the Judeo-Berber text,¹⁴ which belongs to the Taʃlħit 
area, it is important to note that it is a free and spontaneous oral text, performed 
in the course of an interview that included leading questions expressed from time 
to time by the interviewers. As such, the text is characterized by:

 – The chronological and logical organization of the narrative contents in 
autonomous fragments, with almost no subordinations between them and 
within them. 

 – Various repetitions of contents, e.g., in fragments (4, 5, 16).
 – The use of the phatic expressions: i̯äk? (1), ɣäi̯lli (8); ɣuwälli (12, 13, 16), that 

also mark the speaker’s hesitations.
 – The use of particular descriptive and repetitive syntactic structures resem-

bling mimetic theatrical scenes: iɣǝr gis äi̯lli iɣǝr (13); är i̯aqqṛɒ är i̯aqqṛɒ är 
i̯aqqṛɒ äi̯lliɣ iɣwli (14).

 – Some slackening in the formulation of intent: nǝnnä äsǝn - äsǝn ‘them’ 
instead of äs ‘him’ (8). However, the use of the pronoun complement –[ä]k 
‘you’ in the repetitive verbal phrase innä i̯[ä]k ‘he told you’ (7, 8, 9, 10, 11), in 
place of –äɣ ‘us, he told us’ is a calque translation of the Judeo-Arabic expres-
sion qal-lk meaning ‘he said’, where the indirect complement -lk serves as a 
phatic element. Compare the ordinary use of innä ‘he said’ without a comple-
ment in fragment (13). 

 – The appearance of some cases of consonantal assimilation: äʃkǝnt-t [=d] s 
ifrän (1); iffuɣ är imi l [=n] lmɣɒṛɒ (15), and of consonantal omission: k[r]ä i̯gät 
(3, 5), jaḍni[n] (6), or of vocalic omission: timɣ[a]ṛin (10). 

 – The expansion of the pharyngealization of an emphatic consonant to neigh-
boring consonants and vowels: iḍǝṛ, oḍɒṛ nns, iṃṃoḷḷẓ (15).

13 In our visit to Ifran in August 1998, elderly Muslims spontaneously told us that they knew 
that Jews had been living in Ifran for eighteen centuries. 
14 The text was transcribed from tape in Rabat in 2013 with the assistance of three Berber- 
speaking research students from Mohammed V University: Lahcen Oubas, Anir Bala, and Rachid 
Sadik. I am grateful to them for their precious assistance, as well as to Professor Mina El-Mghari, 
who recommended them, and Professor Jama’i Baida, the head of the Archives Marocaines in 
Rabat, for his help. 
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The first four features described here are due to the narrative nature of the 
text, but the others are due to idiosyncratic usages of the speaker as a Jewish 
 Berber-speaker.

The narrative structure of the text is also characterized by the passive form 
of some descriptive verbs, particularly in the first part of the narration, which 
pertains to a non-personal experience and to a distant report for the speaker: 
ttuħṣɒṛn udäin̯ (4), ttumḍɒln ɣ iä̯t lmɣɒṛɒ (5), ttumḍɒln gis sǝbʕä, sät täswin 
(5). In the second part there is also a passive form: ur ittumkin (8). The speaker 
also uses conclusive formulas borrowed from Muslim spoken Arabic on two 
occasions, for marking the end of a narrative episode: häkkäk hijä (5); kän hä 
lħäl (17).¹⁵ 

(1) mǝn lħoṛban lli i̯zwärn – i̯äk? – ʃǝttitn udäi̯n; ffuɣǝn, äʃkǝnt-t s ifrän. (2) ifrän kullu äs 
zwärn kullu s lmɣrib; ɣinn äɣ zdɣǝn. (3) kkän zzäwit, kkän idä u̯ ʃqṛɒ, kkän täddärt, kkän 
tinkǝrt; llän ɣ k[r]ä i̯gät mäni; är ɣinnä är lmǝlläħ zdɣǝn gis. [...] 
(4) mǝn lliɣ mmäɣǝn ħǝttä nǝttni d imusǝlmin, mmäɣǝn disǝn, ttuħṣɒṛn udäi̯n, mmtǝn 
gisǝn, gigän ä gisǝn imutǝn. (5) ttumḍɒln ɣ i̯ät lmɣɒṛɒ, är äs ttinin lmɣii̯ṛɒ, ɣ ifrän. k[rä]
i̯gät lqiḅoṛ, k[r]äi̯gät lqiboṛɒ; ttumḍɒln gis sǝbʕä, sät täswin, sä lqḅoṛ i̯än f i̯än. häkkäk hijä. 
(6) lmiʕɒṛɒ jaḍni[n], ɣ tälli lmɣɒṛɒ lli mqqoṛn, ur ä sǝrs ikǝʃʃǝm ħǝttä i̯än. – ʕl-äʃ? – är sǝrs 
ḍḍuẉɒṛn, udäi̯n. – udäi̯, ur ikʃim? – uhu, ur imkin.

(7) ʕǝqqǝlɣ äs nǝkki, i ̯uʃkäd i ̯än ɣ palistin, innä i ̯[ä]k rä i ̯ẓoṛ [...] iffuɣ ɣinnä ɣ ifrän. 
(8) nǝnnä äsǝn [! - äs]: äwǝddi, nǝkkni hän ur äd – ɣäi ̯lli – ur ä nǝkʃǝm s ugwǝns. innä i ̯k: 
mä-xǝʃ-ʃäi ̯n ä nǝkʃǝm s ugwǝns. nnän äs: uhu, ur ittumkin. (9) inkǝr innä i ̯k nǝttän: ml-ät 
iji ɣir mäniɣ ä ttʕumǝnt, mäniɣ ä ttʕumǝɣ. (10) nmun dis äi ̯lliɣ äs nǝmlä ɣilli ɣ ä ttʕumǝnt 
timɣ[a]ṛin; innä i ̯k: ɣid, uhu. (11) nmun dis s i ̯ät lħǝfṛɒ ɣ uzṛu, är gis äqläi ̯n ämän ɣikäd ɣ 
izǝddär; innä i ̯k: ɣid, äɣ räd ʕumɣ. (12) näwi äs lħwäi ̯ʒ nns, ndǝl t ɣikäd s - ɣuwälli - l-iẓoṛ 
äi ̯lliɣ iʕum. (13) iqǝssǝs - ɣuwälli - äskärn; iɣǝr gis äi ̯lli iɣǝr; iɣwli d. innä: ɣiläd, äɣ räd ɣliɣ 
didun äd ẓoṛɣ. (14) nmun dis äi ̯lliɣ nn ikʃǝm d ɣuwälli d ugǝns; iɣǝṛq, jakwin d izǝddär u 
wäkäl ɣärɣi; är i ̯aqqṛɒ är i ̯aqqṛɒ är i ̯aqqṛɒ äi ̯lliɣ iɣwli. (15) iffuɣ är imi l [=n] lmɣɒṛɒ; iḍǝṛ f 
oḍɒṛ nns, iṃṃoḷḷẓ. (16) näsi t id ɣ uħäi ̯k är tigǝmmi n mǝrdxäi ̯ lli i ̯gän ädǝlli ttäʒǝr mqqoṛn, 
igwun gis. niwi t in s - ɣwälli - tigǝmmi n mǝrdxäi ̯ igwun gis. (17) äʃkin äs ɣ iḍṣ nns, nnän äs: 
sir, häti nǝskǝr äk äsǝggwäs wɒḍɒn; är kiɣ tffuɣt ɣ lmaɣrib är d iɣ tlkǝmt därun, rä tmmǝtt. 
kän hä lħäl.

[(1) After the first destruction [of the Temple of Jerusalem], of course, Jews were 
dispersed. They went out [from Palestine], they arrived at Ifran. (2) Ifran is the 
very first [Jewish community] in all Morocco; they settled there. (3) They were in 
the Zaouia, in Ida u Shqra, in Taddart, in Tinkert, and in many other places. They 
lived there in the Mellah. [...] (4) As they struggled against Muslims, fought them, 
the Jews were besieged; some of them perished; there were dead men among 

15 For an extensive analysis of the narrative and poetic texts of the Berber tradition, see Galand-
Pernet, 1998. 
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them. (5) These were buried in a cemetery, which is named Al-Mghiyra, in Ifran, 
where there are many tombs. They were buried there in seven, in seven levels, 
one tomb over the other. It was in that way. (6) The other cemetery, which is very 
large, no one can enter there. – Why? – Jews walk around. – A Jew does not enter 
there? – No, it is impossible. 

(7) I remember that someone came from Palestine, he said that he wanted 
to go on pilgrimage [to the cemetery]. [...] He came to Ifran. (8) We said to him: 
Dear fellow, we do not – how to say that – enter there. He said to us: I must enter. 
It was said to him: No, it is forbidden. (9) But he was determined, he said: Show 
me just where women immerse [for their purification], where I can immerse. (10) 
We went with him to the place where women immerse. He said: Here, no. (11) We 
went with him until arriving at a crevasse in a rock, where water was flowing at 
the bottom. He said: It’s here that I want to immerse. (12) We took his clothes and 
made with them a kind of curtain until he had immersed. (13) He cut, how to say 
that, his nails. He read what he read and went up. He said: Now, I want to go up 
and go with you for pilgrimage. (14) We accompanied him until he entered inside, 
how to say, he was there. He immersed, he jumped to the bottom of the crevasse. 
He recited prayer after prayer until he had gone back up. (15) He made his way to 
the door of the cemetery, then he fell down on his leg and sprained his leg. (16) 
We carried him on a sheet until arriving at the house of Mordekhai, who was then 
a very rich man, where he lived. We brought him round, how to say that, to Mor-
dekhai’s home, where he slept. (17) During his sleep, they came and said to him: 
Attention, what happened to you [means] that we had assigned to you a year of 
misfortune; when you will leave Morocco and return back to your home, you will 
die. It’s what happened.] 

5.2  A section from the written translation of the Haggadah 
by Masʕud Ben Shabbat 

The text is taken from the written translation of the Haggadah of Pesaħ by Rabbi 
Masʕud Ben Shabbat. It deals with the reason why matzot must be eaten on 
Pesaħ, arguing that it should be done in order to remember that, during their 
brusque exodus from Egypt, the Hebrews took unleavened dough with them to 
make their bread. As usual, the biblical source of this habit is also given, through 
the citation of Exodus 12:39. 

As for the Judeo-Berber translation appearing there, it generally repro-
duces the contents of the Hebrew and Judeo-Arabic text through a word-by-word 
 translation, in calque mode. There are, however, some noteworthy exceptions, 
all of which concern the divine apparition who saved the Israelites, where literal 
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translation becomes an adaptation and even an exegesis. In the Hebrew source of 
the Haggadah, the fragment is:

הוא ברוך  הקדוש  המלכים  מלכי  מלך  עליהם  שנגלה   :ʕad ʃe-niɣla: ʕăle:hem melex malxe עד 
ham-mĕla:xi:m haq-qa:do:ʃ ba:ru:x hu:, literally meaning: ‘until the King of kings of kings, 
He of blessed holiness, appeared before them’, which was transformed by the translator in 
several ways:

– Instead of the passive verb נגלה עליהם niɣla: ʕăle:hem ‘appeared before them’, 
the translator preferred to use an active verb representing the Israelites’ sight: 
‘they saw…’. Another passive verb appearing in the Hebrew source, ‘they 
were driven out’, is also rendered with an active Berber verb, דחינתן dħin-tǝn 
‘they drove them out’.

– What the Israelites saw was the light representing the Honor of God ּנור נסידי רבבי 
nnur n-sidi ṛǝḅḅỉ ‘the light of God’ – and not God Himself, as that is impossible 
for human beings. By his exegetic adaptation, the translator continued a long 
tradition by which rabbinical scholars have avoided the personification of God 
by mentioning Him indirectly with figurative symbols and metaphors.

– The translator did not translate the name of God, ‘He of blessed holiness’, lit-
erally, and rendered it with the ordinary Moroccan-Jewish appellation סידי רבי 
sidi ṛəḅḅỉ, literally meaning ‘my Master, my Sovereign’.

– The phrase ‘the King of kings of kings’ is rendered with a two-term  expression, 
ניּגלדאן  agəllid n-igəldan ‘the Kings of kings’, rather than the original אּגּליד 
three-term expression. 

Similarly, for the marker of citation in the Hebrew source שנאמר, ʃe-neʔĕmar ‘as 
it was said’, the translator adopted and adapted the traditional Judeo- Arabic 
 equivalent expression פחאל מא קאל לפסוק f-ħal ma qal l-päsuq ‘as the biblical 
verse said’, but instead of ‘verse’, the translator preferred to mention the whole 
book, and used לכתאב lktab ‘the Bible’. 

As for the morpho-syntactic level: there are strange uses of the pronoun -ak 
‘to/for you’, either as an addition to the original where it does not exist: וראּכיכמר 
ur-ak-ixmər ‘which did not become leavened to you’, or instead of –asǝn ‘to/for 
them’ in the verbal phrase ורתאּכסּכירן ur-t-ak-skirǝn ‘they did not prepare any 
 provisions for themselves either’, where the pronoun –ak refers to the Israelites 
and should be asǝn. It might be the case that for this translator, this special use 
of –ak served as a phatic element as we saw in the previous text. 

 לפצֹיר אדּלּלי אר נשּתא אשּכו פמית? אשּכו ור ידיאֹג לעִגין לואלידאיין נֹג אייכמר אייּליֹג זראן ּנור נסידי רבי אּגּליד
  ניּגלדאן יפוּכותן ֹגלחין. ֹגמּכלי סיּנא לכתאב: סנוואן לעִגין ללי סופֹגן ֹגמיצר ירכסאס פצֹרנין וראּכיכמר, אשּכו דחינתן

 ֹגמיצר ורזדארן אדמאטלן; חתא לעוין ורתאּכסּכירן.
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lfḍiṛ ad-ǝlli ar nʃǝtta, aʃku f-mit? aʃku ur idjaɣ lʕʒin [n]-lwalidai̯n-nnǝɣ 
a-i̯xmǝr ai̯lliɣ ẓṛɒn nnur n-sidi ṛǝḅḅỉ agǝllid n-igǝldan ifukku-tǝn 
ɣ-lħin. ɣmkǝlli sinna lktab: “sǝnwan lʕʒin-lli suffɣǝn ɣ-miṣǝṛ irxsas fḍǝṛnin 
ur-ak-ixmǝr, aʃku dħin-tǝn ɣ-miṣǝṛ ur-zdarǝn ad-maṭǝln, ħǝtta lʕwin 
ur-t-ak-skirǝn” (Exodus 12:39).

[This matzah that we eat, for what reason? Because the dough of our fathers did not have 
time to become leavened before they saw the light of God, the King of kings, who saved 
them then. Such as said the Book: “They baked from the dough that they had brought out 
from Egypt unleavened cakes, which had not become leavened, because they drove them 
out from Egypt, and could not tarry; and they did not prepare also any [other] provisions for 
themselves” (Exodus 12:39).]

6 Conclusion
Linguistic and literary research in the domain of Judeo-Berber is very limited. 
Likewise, apart from some recordings of songs by men and women from commu-
nities in Berber regions that were deposited in the National Sound Archives of 
Jerusalem, almost all of the existing oral material was gathered in our ongoing 
fieldwork.

The fieldwork began in 1978, among the rural Jews who settled in Shlomi in 
northwestern Israel, and then extended to numerous other places in Israel and 
Morocco. It still continues, but less intensely. In the course of the fieldwork, hun-
dreds of elderly men and women were approached and recorded in Judeo-Arabic 
about their life in a Berber speaking environment and about their uses of Berber 
and Judeo-Berber. Some of them sang traditional Berber songs and others recited 
short Judeo-Berber texts concerning the Pesaħ festival, the Haggadah, and other 
liturgical settings. Some oral texts have been published (Chetrit 2007: 268–292, 
2015b: 125), but several other versions of these texts remain unpublished. Likewise, 
there are other narrative texts recorded from bilingual informants, who told us their 
anecdotes and personal events in both Judeo-Arabic and Judeo-Berber versions. 

Apart from this corpus, which was digitalized in part, it was recently possible 
to obtain a copy of the recordings made by the late Professor Haim Zafrani or for 
him.¹⁶ Apart from the reading of the written Haggadah from Tinghir by Mimoun 
Malka, which was published and largely commented on in Galand-Pernet and 
Zafrani 1970, the digitalized corpus includes: 

16 I am grateful to Dr. Mohamed Haddaoui from the Ministry of Culture in Rabat, who sent me 
these recordings.
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a. The translation into Judeo-Arabic and Judeo-Berber by an anonymous 
informant from Ifran/Oufran of some verses of the Book of Esther, of the 
three first sections of the Haggadah, and of some biblical verses from Genesis 
(17 minutes). In another recording, the informant reads a part of the manu-
script of the Haggadah written in Tinghir (9 minutes). 

b. A monologue in Judeo-Berber by another informant (10 minutes), who also 
performs several Berber songs (16 minutes).

c. A conversation between two Judeo-Berber speakers about Jewish life in 
their community, followed by the performance of some Berber songs (15:52 
minutes).

Nonetheless, as a partially living Jewish language, Judeo-Berber is now a dying 
language. Elderly speakers who have conducted a great part of their life in 
Judeo-Berber and Berber are becoming increasingly rare. For the near future, the 
goal is, therefore, to edit and publish the entire text of the Haggadah written by 
Rabbi Masʕud Ben Shabbat and the bilingual poem of 1812 from the Draa region, 
as well as the oral corpora described above.
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